About Sruti
SRUTI- The India Music and Dance Society is a registered 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization based in the Philadelphia area and founded in 1986. Sruti’s principal
mission is to promote and present Indian classical music and dance. In addition Sruti
also seeks to educate the Philadelphia community at large about Indian arts. Sruti is a
volunteer-run organization. Its leadership comprises of an elected Board of Directors and
several committees. Sruti publishes an annual magazine Sruti Ranjani and a periodical,
Sruti Notes.
During the past twenty four years, SRUTI has grown from presenting three to four
concerts a year to presenting eight to ten concerts a year. All this has been made
possible with recognition and funding from many granting agencies and corporations in
addition to a loyal and appreciative audience. SRUTI has received generous grants from
private foundations and public organizations including the Pennsylvania Council on the
Arts, Dance Advance and Philadelphia Music Project (funded by the Pew Charitable
Trusts), Sam Fels Foundation.
www.sruti.org srutiphila@gmail.com
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The Brothers in Melody
- Aruna Chandaraju in The Hindu- August 11 2006
AGAINST POPULAR NOTION Sreeramprasad and Ravikumar believe that training
in manodharma begin from the very first lesson in music.
Getting a good guru is all about one's good fortune. By that reckoning, the Malladi
Brothers, Sreeramprasad and Ravikumar, are extraordinarily fortunate. Their first and inhouse teachers, were the redoubtable Malladi Srirammurthy and Suri Babu — their
grandfather and father respectively. Next they came under the tutelage of the illustrious
Sripada Pinakapani, Nedunuri Krishnamurthy, and Voleti Venkateswarlu.
Their grandfather who taught them basic exercises
adopted a highly valuable method. Saraliswaras were
taught, not straight and plain, but replete with gamakas.
So were the jantiswaras and alankaras. This not only
increased the Malladi Brothers' swara gyaanam, but also
helped them understand the right proportions or optimum
levels of gamakas. And this in turn made their passage
to manodharma easy and natural, even unconscious,
since they'd be involuntarily humming gamaka-laden
phrases.
In fact, the brothers believe this is where and how
manodharma learning begins — from the very first basic
lesson. "The popular notion of manodharma as a
Sripada Pinakapani
separate, advanced stage in music-learning is a
misconception." Their grandfather stressed on sahitya gyaanam. Of first learning the lyric
and its meaning, and the context/mood in which it was composed. Without such an
understanding, bhava can't be evoked, he would explain. For instance, a rendition of
Thyagaraja's Darshana kriti "Giripai Nelakonna Ramuni", would be soulless unless you
first learnt it was composed by Thyagabrahma in ecstasy after a darshan of Rama.
As a regular at the concerts of Semmangudi, Ariyakudi, Nayana Pillai, Palghat Mani,
Maharajapuram V. Iyer, etc., their grandfather learnt many lessons and tips from these
greats, all of which he communicated to his student-grandsons.
Malladi Brothers were also trained by their father Suri Babu. He coached them in a single
or limited-avarthanam swarakalpana which enables understanding of different facets of a
raga in a fixed rhythmic pattern. He also emphasised punctuation in sahitya — so in any
composition, right from the varnas, he would insist on his sons perfecting every halfavarthanam before proceeding to the next one. Suri Babu's long AIR stint had made him
an expert at voice modulation, mike sense and the art of bringing out all the nuances of a
raga in the brief span of four-five minutes allotted to it (radio concerts have short
durations). All these skills he passed on to his sons.
Suri Babu was also an expert in tuning the tanpura. "Our father imparted to us, an
accurate shruti sense and precision. He would insist that we played the tanpura as we
sang. Or, he'd play the tanpura as he taught us. Unfortunately, today's teachers use
electronic tanpuras, a practice which reduces the shruti sense. Here, one keeps
increasing the volume of the shruti box since one can't sing at low volume. This is

especially problematic during concerts since the performer goes off key, unable to hear
the electronic tanpura because of the surrounding accompaniments."
Essence of raga
From 1991, the brothers came under
Nedunuri's tutelage. "Nedunuri had an
amazing raga-oriented approach. In every
phrase of a keertana he would extract the
raga's essence. Some of Nedunuri's sangathis
are virtually his patented ones. He taught us
that if one understands the steps in
improvisation of one ragam, that formula can
be applied to any other ragam."
The elder of the brothers, Sreeramprasad
recounts an incident: "Guruji asked me to sing
Bhairavi. After few minutes, I took off on the
panchama note. He immediately stopped me
and asked why I was in such a hurry to go to
the panchama when Bhairavi has so much
scope before the panchama."

Nedunuri Krishnamurthy

In fact, as the brothers point out, Nedunuri's approach was raagavardhini or stage-bystage development of a ragam. Nedunuri also stressed that any ragam has salient
sangathis which define its characteristic features. Having sung those, one should
proceed to one's manodharma and creativity. From the legendary Pinakapani, the
brothers learnt 200 krithis.
And also many of the precious lessons which Pinakapani later put into his classics
Sangeeta Sourabham and Pallavi Gana Sudha. The brothers admire Pinakapani's fourpoint formula — learn good music, teach worthy students, sing and propagate good
music, preserve music for posterity.

Voleti Venkateswarulu

The Malladi Brothers' father and uncle were
students of that great master Voleti
Venkateswaralu. "They passed on to us, the
precious knowledge they gained from Voleti and in
that sense, Voleti was our teacher too. Voleti was
famed for his ability in bringing out a swara's
beauty. And yet for him, swaras were mere steps or
means to reach that pinnacle called Naadam. And
having reached there one must experience
naadaanandam, Voleti would say. He was indeed a
siddha purusha, a rishi in music. And we also aspire
to reach that naadaanandam with his blessings."
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Malladi Brothers: Sreeramprasad and Ravikumar
Sreeramaprasad and Ravikumar were born
with a legacy and rich tradition accrued
through their grand father Sri Malladi Srirama
Murthy and through their father Sri Suri Babu,
a disciple of Voleti Sri Venkateswarulu. They
have received additional training from
Sangeetha Kalanidhi Sripada Pinakapani and
his well-known disciple, Sangeetha Kalanidhi
Nedunuri Krishnamurthy who, realizing the
potential of Malladi Brothers, took them under
his guidance to represent his rich style of
music. A large repertoire of Carnatic compositions and possession of vibrant and
powerful voices have made Sreeram Prasad and Ravikumar the most sought after young
maestros. Their musical intellect, melody & aesthetics provide for a most scintillating
concert. They have sustained a classic and symbolic expression of Carnatic music,
bagging awards from premier organizations including the prestigious premier National
Youth Music Title of Sangeetha Yuva Puraskar by Sangeet Natak Akademi; Isai Peroli by
Karthik Fine Arts, Chennai; title of Aasthana Vidwan of the Avadhoota Datta Peetham,
Mysore, being the youngest to receive the honor thus far; title of Naadha Bhushanam
from Shanmuganandha Fine Arts, New Delhi; title of Naadha Mani from Kanchi Kamakoti
Peetam They have traveled extensively all over India and abroad (including several tours
of Europe, the USA, Canada and Australia) promoting and preserving the rich traditional
music they represent.
Accompanying Artists
B.U.Ganesh Prasad: Violin
B.U.Ganesh Prasad hails from a family of connoiseurs of
classical music & his blazing talent was recognized at a
very young age by his father late Sri B.S. Umakanth. He
had his initial violin training under Basavanagudi Nataraj
& vocal guidance from Bangalore S.Shankar during his
formative years. It was under the able guidance of violin
maestro Sri V.V.Subramaniam, that Ganesh further
honed & nurtured his skills. An accomplished vocalist
himself, he is able to vocalize his violin style with fluency.
He is currently the disciple of Sangeetha Kalacharya
P.S.Narayanaswamy
of
Semmangudi
school.
Acknowledged as a violinist par excellence ,Ganesh
Prasad is an A- graded artist of All India Radio &
Doordarshan. He has accompanied legenderay
musicians in the field of Carnatic music including ,Smt D.K.Pattamal, Nedunuri
Krishnamurthy, T.V.Shankaranarayanan ,Madurai T.N. Seshagopalan, R.K. Srikantan &
among the present day top artists like Bombay Jayshree, Sudha Raghunathan, Sanjay
Subramaniam, T.M. Krishna to name a few. His talent has taken him all over the globe
perfroming for different spectrum of audiences both as a soloist & accompanist. He has

been featured in many commercial CD's & DVD's with various artists & also has
produced a violin solo album called as Blissful Strings..
Patri Satish Kumar: Mridangam
Patri Satish Kumar is one of the most sought
after Mridangam artists. His gurus are some
of the great Mridangam players from Andhra
- Sri Ramachandramurthy, Sri V.A. Swami
and Sri V. Narasimhan. Satish was inspired
into the world of Percussion right from
childhood by his mother Padmavathy, a
renowned violinist. He played his first concert
at the young age of 7. An exponent of
Classical, Fusion and Jazz percussion,
Satish is a very innovative artist and has
performed in many international festivals.
Satish has played many audio and video
recordings with different melodic instruments
from India and the West & has also
conceived a special Laya Vinyasam (a
cascade of rhythms) titled ‘Dancing Drums’. He has evolved a style of his own which he
blends perfectly with different instruments and voice as he adapts his approach playing
alongside varied melodic instruments. Satish Kumar has regaled audiences all over the
world – including the US, Canada, Europe, Australia, Middle-east, Singapore and Japan.
He has been awarded ASTHANA VIDWAN of Kanchi Kaamakothipeetham of
Kanchipuram along with the title “MRIDANGA NAADA MANI”. He has also been
conferred the title “NAVAYUGA NANDHI” by Sri Siddha Baala Peetham of Tirunelveli.
Satish is known for spontaneity, fine artistry and deft fingering techniques. Satish is
ranked A-Top artist by AIR. A teacher with individualized touch, He has disciples in most
continents. He has been featured in many national and international broadcasts.

Sruti Celebrates 25 years

of Indian Classical Music and Dance Programming in the
Greater Philadelphia region
Commencing with Thyagaraja Aradhana in March 2011,
major Music and Dance events are being planned around
the Memorial Day and Labor Day Weekends in addition to
regular programming through the year. We are counting on
Sruti Patrons to help make 2011 a memorable year.

